


HiveFit® was founded in 2015 as a nutrition coaching business, providing select clients 
with custom nutrition plans. From its inception, HiveFit®’s founder, Venezuelan born 
Raul Hiteshew, envisioned the brand evolving in to a supplement brand, which would 
be formulated and produced with 100% all-natural products and made to the 
highest standards.  Raul’s “Venezuelan” approach for producing an innovative 
100% all-natural supplements was actualized in 2017 with the introduction 
of HiveFit® Supplements, a line of custom formulated products currently 
consisting of nine high-quality nutrition, fi tness, and wellness products.

In keeping with his ten years of experience while advising thousands of 
clients on their nutrition and supplement use, Raul’s custom formulas 
include no artifi cial sweeteners, colors, or banned substances – making 
the HiveFit® Supplement line one of the cleanest supplement lines on the 
market. HiveFit®’s Supplement line includes an assortment of health and 
nutritional supplements designed to enhance and increase consumers’ 
overall health and fi tness well-being. The current product line consists 
of vitamins and minerals, specialty and sports nutrition supplements, and 
weight management products. 

All of the products featured in HiveFit®’s Supplement line have been 
uniquely formulated to meet, and often exceed, industry standards for being 
the cleanest, most natural, and highest quality products available. The HiveFit®
Supplment line was recognized as “The purest and best tasting supplements on 
the market” by Southern Muscle Guide magazine. HiveFit®’s unique and custom 
approach to our supplement line along with our demand for the best ingredients make 
HiveFit® Supplements the only choice for those seeking the most natural and purest 
supplements. 
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HiveFit® is also deeply committed to humanitarian issues. Raul’s passion for fi ghting 
infant and child famine led to the formation of the HiveFit® Foundation, a not-for-

profi t 501(c)(3) dedicated to fi ghting starvation and famine globally. The HiveFit® 
Foundation donates 25% of profi ts from HiveFit® Supplements to fund an 

innovative and nutritious meal replacement drink engineered specifi cally for 
infants and toddlers who are unable to eat solid foods as they regain their 

health. The HiveFit® Foundation is a major component of the HiveFit® 
brand and we look forward to partnering with other non-profi ts and 
international agencies in being of service to those who need it most.

HiveFit® continues to serve as an industry leader in the area of 
nutritional consulting, offering a groundbreaking approach to body re-
imaging through personalized nutrition and fi tness programs. Unique 
and unlike other diet and exercise programs, HiveFit® has pioneered 
body re-compositioning using science. Through our patent pending 
process known as Triangulated Body Re-imaging™, HiveFit® nutrition 
experts are able to lead clients to their desired fi tness and nutritional 

goals. HiveFit® also remains committed to working with competitors 
and providing contest preparation services. HiveFit® competitors have 

consistently earned national recognition as well as professional status.
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Venezuelan born Raul Hiteshew, known on the pro circuit as “Mr. Venezuela”, has established 
a formidable presence in the weight management, fi tness, and professional bodybuilding 
communities over the past decade. Raul has a passion for helping others achieve their best 
physique, health, and fi tness goals. His personal battle with obesity and fi tness led Raul to a 
career as a researcher of nutrition and exercise strategies. 

Early in his career, Raul worked with one of the top alternative medical doctors in the country, 
where he studied genetics, hormonal health, biochemistry, and strategies for using genetics 
to our advantage. With more than ten years of experience in the fi eld, Raul has mastered 
the most effective and safe approaches to managing weight and changing individual body 
composition, while maintaining a vibrant, high-energy lifestyle.

Raul has the passion, focus, and determination to help others achieve the body they have 
always wanted. The “Raul Approach” to achieving this often elusive goal is to initially guide 
clients, then teach clients the process, and ultimately train clients to understand the science 
behind maintaining their desired physique. Raul has a successful record of accomplishing 
this with hundreds of clients. Eventually, Raul’s clients are not dependent upon him and are 
capable of utilizing their knowledge of food and macronutrients to sustain their desired health 
and fi tness goals. 

Raul has helped hundreds of clients drop thousands of pounds, from pro athletes to stay-
at-home moms, to clients of all ages and from all walks of life. Raul also has a 

very successful and well-known competition team, Team HiveFit, where 
he coaches many drug-free and chemically enhanced athletes into 

being nationally qualifi ed and earning professional status.

Raul has successfully competed in multiple Tae-Kwon-Do 
tournaments, earning eight medals and placements from gold 
to bronze and placing second in the state championships. 
Having competed successfully in various races, sports, and 
physique shows, Raul understands what it takes to get to 
the next level, to lose that extra 1% body fat, to get a tenth 
of a second faster on a 40-yard sprint, or to shave 30 
seconds off your next 5K. 

Raul holds an Associate of Science degree in Psychology 
and has studied Health Science at Kennesaw State 
University. Raul is a certifi ed personal trainer and 
nutrition coach certifi ed by the American Council of 
Exercise (ACE), American Heart Association AHA, and 
is CPR/AED Certifi ed. Raul has also studied under 
David Wolfe, founder of the Longevity Warehouse, 
and the world-renowned Dr. Joseph Mercola, a doctor 
of osteopathy and guru of alternative medicine 
and naturopathy, as well as other natonally and 
internationally known health, wellness, and fi tness 
experts. 

Raul is constantly enhancing his knowledge of 
health and fi tness by attending regional and 
national events such as the Practitioner Only 
Seminar and workshops with Jordan Rubin, 
Founder and CEO of Beyond Organic & Garden 
of Life products and author of Makers Diet, Raw 

Truth, America Perfect Weight, and Great Physician 
RX book series. In 2012, Raul was honored to speak 

at Mr. Rubin’s Atlanta workshop. Raul has also worked 
collaboratively with Dr. David Jockers (Judo & Wrestling US 

Olympic Team chiropractor and nutrition coach) at various events, 
trade shows, and expos and instructed a variety of wellness classes for 

Dr. Jockers’ offi ce. 

Raul has published numerous health, fi tness, and recipe articles as well as 
created video content for websites, blogs, and magazines. Raul currently 
serves as a guest speaker presenting workshops at health events, corporate 
functions, gyms, and universities. Raul coaches weight-loss challenges for 
wellness facilities nationally, covering exercise, nutrition, healthy cooking, and 
lifestyle change.

Email - raul@hivefi t.com
Instagram - @Mr_Venezuela 

Meet Raul
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HiveFit® supplements include an assortment of health and nutritional supplements designed to enhance 
and increase clients’ health and nutritional well-being. Our current line of products consists of vitamin 
and minerals, specialty, sports nutrition, and weight management supplements. 

Each product featured in HiveFit’s® Supplement line has been uniquely formulated to meet, and often 
exceed, industry standards for being one of the cleanest, most natural, and highest quality products 
available. HiveFit’s® unique and custom approach to our supplement line along with our demand for 
the best ingredients make HiveFit® Supplements the only choice for those seeking the most natural and 
purest supplements of the highest quality.

SUPPLEMENTS

The HiveFit® Apparel line includes clothing, accessories, and active living support items for men and 
women. Made using various materials, such as 100% cotton, bamboo, Gore-Tex, nylon, polyester, 
polypropylene, and TENCEL, the HiveFit® Apparel line, like all things HiveFit®, is refl ective of the 
highest quality.

With an impressive selection of unique, trend-setting designs and colors, HiveFit® shoppers are assured 
of being as stylish as they are comfortable. A few of the more popular HiveFit® Apparel items currently 
include, Flat bill hats, men’s stringers, men’s tank tops, men’s regular t-shirts, and women’s razorback 
tops. HiveFit® Apparel is also a great look for teams, groups, and clubs providing them the appearance 
of cohesive confi dence recognized by all winners.

HiveFit’s® workout programs are designed specifi cally for those wanting to tone-up and increase 
muscle mass while adhering to a proper nutrition plan. The plans are designed specifi cally for particular 
physique and body re-composition goals as well as symmetry. All programs are 12 weeks in length 
with 6 different adjustments. Currently the programs are for intermediate to advanced lifters.  

Shop HiveFit

APPAREL

WORKOUT PROGRAM

Services & Plans
#1 Nutrition coaching for general clients and competitors
This is an accelerated program for those ready to give it 120%. Quick results done the proper and healthy way. This program is 
excellent for the fi rst timers or seasoned competitors wanting to take it to the next level. Nutrition adjustments are done as often as 
needed in order to maximize results. All adjustments are done based on feedback, progress pictures and weight updates. Unlimited 
communication throughout the program as well as an initial consultation. A workout program is included as well as cardio and 
supplement recommendations.

#2 12-Week Custom Nutrition Program for Client Specifi c Goals 
This program is for those wanting to go at their own pace. You will receive 6 dietary adjustments for you to switch to every 2 weeks or as 
needed. This program does not include weekly check-ins, constant communication or initial consultation. The program is designed to 
the best of our knowledge specifi cally for you based on certain health markers, lifestyle, level of activity, background, and metabolism.

#3 12-Week Custom Workout Program for Client Specifi c Goals 
Fully custom-made workout program designed specifi cally for your goals. If you have a lagging body part, you want to bring up, this 
is the way to go. Progress pictures will be needed before designing the program to assess symmetry and other potential areas for 
improvement. The exercise program will detail what exercises and how many reps and sets to do per workout. Plans are designed 
based on how many days you are able to train. 

#4 45-minute phone or FaceTime nutrition consultation with lead coach Raul Hiteshew 
If you want to consult about nutrition or anything fi tness related this would be the best option. 
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HiveFit Supplement Line
HiveFit® supplements include an assortment of health and nutritional supplements designed to enhance and increase clients’ health and nutritional well-being. Our current line of products consists of vitamin and minerals, specialty, sports nutrition, and 
weight management supplements. 

Each product featured in HiveFit’s Supplement line has been uniquely formulated to meet, and often exceed, industry standards for being one of the cleanest, most natural, and highest quality products available. HiveFit’s unique and custom approach to 
our supplement line along with our demand for the best ingredients make HiveFit® Supplements the only choice for those seeking the most natural and purest supplements of the highest quality.

Pre-Training Formula
•   Fully dosed nutrients in optimized ratios to provide maximal blood fl ow.
•   These ingredients bring the highest degree of muscle contraction.
•   Get ready for eye popping pumps and incredible workouts!!!

Whey Protein Chocolate 
•   No hormones or antibiotics
•   Flavored with real cacao powder, providing the   
 highest level of antioxidants and theobromine in a  
 natural approach
•   Higher glutathione levels mean fewer free radicals  
 meaning less muscle soreness and quicker   
 recovery.  

Whey Protein Vanilla 
• No hormones or antibiotics
• 100% Isolated minimizing lactose and    
 maximizing absorption time.
• Higher glutathione levels mean fewer free   
 radicals meaning less muscle soreness and   
 quicker recovery.  

Whole food based multi men
• Grown in non-GMO food complex 
• This provides important co-factors that are normally  
 found in food that most multi vitamins can’t offer.
• While we don’t make a legal claim you can take this  
 on an empty stomach, many of our customers do   
 so happily

BCAA Formula
•   Highest effective doses of specifi c BCAAs.
•   Ultimate Mtor activation.
•   Mtor activation guarantees muscle growth

• 100% Isolated minimizing lactose and    

• Higher glutathione levels mean fewer free   
 radicals meaning less muscle soreness and   

Whole food based multi men
• Grown in non-GMO food complex 
• This provides important co-factors that are normally  
 found in food that most multi vitamins can’t offer.
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 on an empty stomach, many of our customers do   
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•   Highest effective doses of specifi c BCAAs.

•   Mtor activation guarantees muscle growth

•   Fully dosed nutrients in optimized ratios to provide maximal blood fl ow.
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HiveFit® supplements include an assortment of health and nutritional supplements designed to enhance and increase clients’ health and nutritional well-being. Our current line of products consists of vitamin and minerals, specialty, sports nutrition, and 
weight management supplements. 

Each product featured in HiveFit’s Supplement line has been uniquely formulated to meet, and often exceed, industry standards for being one of the cleanest, most natural, and highest quality products available. HiveFit’s unique and custom approach to 
our supplement line along with our demand for the best ingredients make HiveFit® Supplements the only choice for those seeking the most natural and purest supplements of the highest quality.

Concentrated Omega-3
• Helps to balance omega 3:6 ratios to reduce   
 infl ammation at cellular level. This balancing effect  
 provides less brain fog and clearer thoughts along  
 with less joint pain.

Probiotic Digestive Support
• 20 Billion x 10 live strains along with digestive   
 enzymes and prebiotics
• Maximizes nutrient uptake and assimilation
• Ensures your stomach (gut) assimilates ALL of   
 your food so you minimize gas/bloating by   
 maximizing nutrient uptake and assimilation.
• You can’t have a fl at stomach if you’re burping and  
 bloated with gas.  Digest ALL of your food for a   
 settled stomach. 
• Particularly valuable for people undertaking pre-  
 contest or low carbohydrate diets.

Whole food based multi men
• Grown in non-GMO food complex 
• This provides important co-factors that are normally  
 found in food that most multi vitamins can’t offer.
• While we don’t make a legal claim you can take this  
 on an empty stomach, many of our customers do   
 so happily

Whole food based multi women
• Grown in non-GMO food complex
• Easy to digest and easy to swallow
• While we don’t make a legal claim you can take this  
 on an empty stomach, many of our customers do   
 so happily

Stimul-Fat 
•   Opens up fat burning pathways
•   Reduce cravings and elevates energy and mood
•   Makes dieting much easier

Stimul-Fat 
•   Opens up fat burning pathways
•   Reduce cravings and elevates energy and mood
•   Makes dieting much easier
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HiveFit Foundation Overview 

As a nutrition, health, and fi tness brand, HiveFit® is dedicated to serving and being of service. In 
our efforts to utilize the rewards and success of HiveFit®, through the HiveFit® Foundation we 
have committed 25% of all profi ts from the HiveFit supplements to helping to alleviate hunger. 

Specifi cally, the HiveFit® Foundation has partnered with various international partners in 
identifying infant and youth populations suffering from famine and malnutrition. Once identifi ed, 
The HiveFit® Foundation works with local agencies and organizations to provide nutritional meal 
replacements formulated specifi cally for children. Future efforts for the HiveFit® Foundation 
include developing meal replacement protein bars. Learn more about the HiveFit® Foundation 
and the fi ght against famine at www.hivefi t.com 


